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Can variola-like viruses be derived from monkeypox
virus? An investigation based on DNA mapping*

JOSEPH J. EsPosITO,1 JAMES H. NAKANO,2 & JOHN F. OBIJESKI3

The results are presented of a special study to determine whether variola-like
"whitepox" viruses could arise as white pock variants of monkeypox virus after one or a
few mutations. DNA mapping by cross-hybridization of restriction endonuclease DNA
fragments was carried out on 18 orthopoxviruses relevant to this study, including variola
and monkeypox viruses and white (non-haemorrhagic) pock producers recovered from
chorioallantoic membranes infected with red (haemorrhagic) pock-producing monkeypox
viruses. The distinctiveness of the DNA maps of true variola and monkeypox viruses
indicated that spontaneous production of "whitepox" from monkeypox virus was ge-
netically impossible. These and other observations led to the conclusion that the
"whitepox" viruses recoveredfrom monkeypox virus stocks had an exogenous origin.

The campaign to eradicate smallpox from the
world (34) could not have succeeded if there had
existed an animal reservoir for variola virus. Between
1971 and 1975, there were fears concerning possible
animal reservoirs after the isolation from five animal
species of six virus strains called "whitepox" viruses
(2, 3). These isolates were reported to be identical
with variola virus in all the biological (17, 25, 26, 31)
and biochemical (7, 12) characteristics examined.
Recently, however, two of these "whitepox" isolates
from the National Institute of Public Health,
Bilthoven, in the Netherlands were found to have
been due to laboratory contamination of cynomolgus
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monkey kidney cells with variola virus (8). The other
four isolates originated from tissues from four species
of animals captured in Zaire (25, 26, 31) and were
recovered at the Research Institute for Viral Prep-
arations (RIVP), Moscow, in a laboratory involved in
routine processing of smallpox clinical specimens.
There was no evidence that these four isolates might
have been due to contamination; no further such
isolations were made after 1975. To date, there has
been no observation of human infection with
"whitepox" viruses, although in the region of Africa
from which the animal tissues were collected there
have been many cases of human monkeypox, a
zoonotic disease that clearly resembles smallpox (34).

Like all orthopoxviruses that usually produce
haemorrhagic pocks on the chorioallantoic mem-
brane (CAM), monkeypox virus produces spon-
taneously a small proportion of white (non-haemor-
rhagic) pock variants (7, 16). In 1978-79, experiments
were reported (21-24) which suggested that the
"whitepox" viruses might have arisen as white pock
variants of monkeypox virus. Tests of this hypothesis
at the RIVP, by the passage of each of two stocks of
monkeypox virus in hamsters (23) or by pock-
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purification of white pocks from CAMs infected with
these stocks (21), yielded viruses that were indis-
tinguishable from variola virus by both biological
tests (21-24) and DNA mapping (7, and this paper).
However, other scientists observed (4, 7, 9, 16) that
spontaneous white pock variants of monkeypox
virus, like those of rabbitpox virus (13, i5, 18, 27-29)
and cowpox virus (1, 30), differed from each other
and resembled the parental virus more closely than
any other orthopoxvirus. On the basis of DNA map-
ping, theoretical objections were raised to the hypoth-
esis that variola- like viruses could be produced from
monkeypox virus as a result of one or even a few
mutations (7).
Because of its significance to smallpox eradication,

the three WHO Collaborating Centres for Poxvirus
Research in Atlanta, London, and Moscow have been
examining fully the hypothesis that "whitepox"
viruses arose as mutants of monkeypox virus. The
collaborating centre at St Mary's Hospital, London,
tested by DNA mapping the two "whitepox" isolates
that had been recovered at the RIVP from hamsters
inoculated with monkeypox virus and reported these
DNAs to be indistinguishable from that of variola
virus (7). Moreoever, none of the 17 white pock
mutants independently recovered at St Mary's
Hospital (by pock-purification on CAMs infected
with their own monkeypox virus stock) completely
resembled variola virus in its biological properties; 10
of these isolates, the DNAs of which had been
examined with restriction endonucleases, resembled
monkeypox virus rather than variola virus.

Independently, the collaborating centre at the
Centers for Disease Control (CDC), Atlanta, GA,
USA, also recovered white pock mutants from CAMs
infected with monkeypox virus. At the same time, a
research virologist from the RIVP participated in
virus isolation studies at the CDC smallpox virus con-
tainment laboratory and kindly contributed speci-
mens for analysis. The present report gives the results
of comparisons of the DNAs of these CDC and RIVP
orthopoxvirus preparations. Eighteen virus
preparations were chosen for examination during the
meeting on orthopoxvirus research including genome
mapping (in CDC, Atlanta, June 1979), which was
attended by staff from the collaborating centres and
other poxvirus experts.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Viruses
The sources of the preparations of viruses sub-

jected to DNA mapping are set out in Table l.a They
U For brevity in the text, either the number or alphabetical

abbreviation assigned to each virus in Table I has been used.

consisted of CDC stock viruses (No. 1-4, 7, 10 and
15), RIVP stock viruses (No. 5, 6, 17 and 18), and
white pock producers recovered at CDC from various
strains and stocks of monkeypox viruses by CDC
research technicians (No. 8, 9, 11 and 12) or RIVP
staff (No. 13, 14 and 16). The CDC stock virus prep-
arations, except for virus No. 15, were pock-purified

Table 1. Sources of 18 orthopoxvirus preparations
subjected to DNA mapping

Source'

Variola and "whitepox'" viruses:

1. HAR Variola major, Harvey, 2 pp from CDC
stock virus

2. SOM2 Variola virus, Somalia-1977, 2 pp from CDC
stock virus

3. BSH Variola virus, Bangladesh-1975, 2 pp from
CDC stock virus

4. CH9 "Whitepox" virus Chimp 9, 2 pp from CDC
stock virus

5. CpMW "Whitepox" virus recovered at RIVP from
RIVP stock of Copenhagen monkeypox
virus (No. 17 below)

6. CnMW "Whitepox" virus recovered at RIVP from
RIVP stock of Congo-8 monkeypox
virus (No. 18 below)

Monkeypox viruses and white pock producers from them:

7. CnCR Monkeypox virus Congo-8 (red pock), 2 pp
from CDC stock virus

8. CnCW-N1 White pock variant isolated from No. 7 by
CDC staff, 12 pp

9. CnCW-N2 White pock variant isolated from No. 7 by
CDC staff, 12 pp

10. CpCR Monkeypox virus Copenhagen (red pock),
2 pp from CDC stock virus

11. CpCW-N1 White pock variant isolated from No. 10 by
CDC staff, 12 pp

12. CpCW-N2 White pock variant isolated from No. 10 by
CDC staff, 12 pp

13. CpCW-1 White pock producer isolated at CDC from
No. 10 by RIVP staff

14. CpCW-2 White pock producer isolated at CDC from
No. 10 by RIVP staff

15. BCR Monkeypox virus, Benin (red pock), CDC
stock passage Egg-3

16. BCW White pock producer isolated at CDC from
No. 15 by RIVP staff

17. CpMR Monkeypox virus, Copenhagen (red pock),
RIVP stock virus

18. CnMR Monkeypox virus, Congo-8 (red pock), RIVP
stock virus

U Abbreviations: pp = pock purifications by the indicated
number of limit dilution passages; CDC = Centers for Disease
Control, Atlanta, GA; RIVP= Research Institute of Viral
Preparations, Moscow. Viruses No. 13, 14 and 16 were isolated
by a virologist from the RIVP who participated in virus isolation
studies at the CDC (see text).
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by two limit dilution passages before working stocks
were prepared. In the limit dilution method, a single
pock was selected from the CAMs of 12-day-old chick
embryos infected with a dilute suspension of virus
that gave 5 pocks or less. The CDC stock prep-
paration of virus No. 15 was the third serial passage
on CAMs of virus isolated and identified at CDC
from human monkeypox clinical material (CDC
specimen # V78-I-3945). Four viruses -No. 5 and 6
(pock-purified by the ultimate dilution method
described below) and No. 17 and 18 (not pock-puri-
fied)- were kindly supplied by the RIVP collaborat-
ing centre as infectious CAM materials for direct
preparation of working stocks and were not subjected
to pock purifications at CDC.

Procedures for recovery of white pock mutants
Two procedures were used for the recovery of white

pock mutants. CDC research technicians used a glove
box with still air. Only one strain of virus was handled
at a time, and between operations the inside of the
glove box was sterilized by fogging with peracetic
acid. When CAMs were infected with monkeypox
virus at low multiplicity (< 50 pock-forming-units
(p.f.u.) per CAM), a diminished degree of pock-
related haemorrhage was observed, which made
selection of true white pock mutants difficult.
Spontaneous white pocks were observed at a
frequency of 0.1-1 % on CAMs inoculated at high
multiplicity (> 100 pock-forming-units per CAM).
After careful excision of a distinct white pock so that
minimum contamination with virus from adjacent
haemorrhagic pocks was produced, the white pock
was homogenized, diluted, and enriched by further
pock purification with twelve limit dilution passages.
Final passages for producing working stocks were
tested for the absence of haemorrhagic pock pro-
ducers by titrating the virus suspensions on CAMs.
The RIVP virologist at CDC followed the

"ultimate dilution" method previously used to
recover two viruses (No. 5 and 6) in Moscow (21), a
procedure made possible by the high proportion of
non-haemorrhagic white pocks (1-5%) observed on
CAMs infected with the Copenhagen and Congo-8
monkeypox virus stock preparations used at the
RIVP. This protocol consisted of inoculating CAMs
with a high dilution of virus so that membranes could
be selected that showed only a single white pock. This
operation was carried out in a laminar-air-flow hood
and not in a glove-box. Because of early problems in
finding white pock mutants at CDC, comparisons
were carried out with membranes inoculated with
"whitepox" virus in parallel with observations of
membranes inoculated with monkeypox virus to
ensure susceptibility of the CAMs. When white pock
producers were obtained by this method, no further

pock purifications were done, and the viruses were
passaged through cell cultures for the preparation of
working stocks for DNA analysis.

Preparation of viral DNA

For preparing working stocks for DNA analysis,
infectious CAM homogenates of each virus were
inoculated onto separate primary chick embryo fibro-
blast (CEF) cell cultures. In order to boost the virus
titre and prepare a sufficient quantity of material, the
preparations were carried through three serial
passages in CEF cell cultures at an approximate
infectious virus to cell multiplicity of 1.0.
Inoculations of CEF cells were performed separately
for each virus in a laminar-air-flow hood that was
sanitized before handling each virus preparation by
wiping the surfaces with isopropanol-formaldehyde
solution and then exhausting the hood air for 10-15
minutes between operations. Virus DNA was extrac-
ted from the cytoplasm of infected CEF cells with
detergent and phenol-chloroform treatment by a
method detailed elsewhere (10). Preparations of
purified DNA (non-infectious) were transferred out-
side the smallpox virus containment laboratory for
further manipulation.

DNA electrophoresis and mapping restriction sites
on the DNA

The conditions for digesting the orthopoxvirus
linear DNAs with endonucleases HindIII, Sacd and
SalI (New England Biolabs, Inc., Beverly, MS, USA),
for agarose-ethidium bromide gel electrophoresis of
DNA digest fragments, and for determining cross-
linked DNA terminal fragments have been described
(7-12). For the endonuclease Sall, we compared at the
time of this study only the DNA fragment electro-
pherograms of the viruses (not shown). Recently,
however, Sall and five other endonuclease DNA
maps have been deduced for vaccinia, monkeypox
and variola viruses (35). The contiguous order of the
HindIII and Sacd restriction fragments that we
resolved by agarose gel electrophoresis was arranged
essentially by identifying the overlapping digested
fragments with DNA-DNA cross-hybridizations on
nitrocellulose blots of the DNA gels (9, 20, 33, 35). In
brief, individual DNA digest fragments (HindIII and
Sacd) of CEF-passaged Copenhagen monkeypox
virus (CDC stock) were purified from agarose
gels and radiolabelled by nick-translation. A
HindIII/SacI DNA map was then derived by identify-
ing the overlapping (cross-hybridizing) digest frag-
ments. Our HindlIl map of Copenhagen (syn.
Denmark, von Magnus strain) monkeypox virus was
the same as the HindIII map deduced for this strain by
Mackett & Archard (20). Next, the DNA map for
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monkeypox Copenhagen progeny virus CpCR (No.
10) was established by blot cross-hybridizations with
the parent Copenhagen virus mapped DNA
fragments. The SacI map of Harvey variola virus
DNA was derived by identifying overlaps with indi-
vidually purified Harvey virus DNA HindIll frag-
ments, the map order of which had previously been
determined (20). Maps of all the other virus DNAs in
this report (Table I) were subsequently deduced by
identifying cross-hybridizations on nitrocellulose
between individual, purified DNA digest fragments
from either CpCR or Harvey viruses and HindIlI or
Sacl digest fragments of the other virus DNAs.

Analysis of DNA maps

To simplify the analysis, the DNA maps obtained
with HindIII and Sacl were examined by direct visual
comparison and by a procedure designed for classify-
ing similarities and dissimilarities, primarily in plant
virus taxonomy (19). The latter procedure was per-
formed with a computer which arranged the restric-
tion sites from all the maps so that certain highly con-
served sites would be vertically aligned in order to

estimate the extent of dissimilarity of the DNAs (5).
In a personal communication, Professor Frank
Fenner and Dr Adrian Gibbs kindly provided us
with the results of such an analysis.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of experiments on 18 virus DNA prep-
arations are summarized in Fig. 1 (HindIll maps) and
Fig. 2 (Sacl maps). Details of genome molecular
structure revealed by electrophoresis of digested
DNA and mapping of different strains of variola
virus (No. 1-3) and monkeypox virus (No. 7-12 and
15) are discussed at length elsewhere (9, 12, 35; see
also ref. 7and 20 for additional discussion of HindIII
and XhoI DNA maps for Harvey variola virus,
Copenhagen and Congo-8 monkeypox viruses, and
white pock variants recovered at St. Mary's Hospital
Collaborating Centre).
When we compared the DNAs of the viruses listed

in Table 1, the following important observations and
interpretations were made. The variola viruses (No. 1,
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Fig. 1. HindIll restriction sites mapped on the genome DNA of viruses No. 1 -17 listed in Table 1. The arrangement of
Hindlil DNA fragments that were resolved by electrophoresis was derived by DNA-DNA cross-hybridizations as
described in the text (virus No. 18 was not mappable).
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DNA Sac I MAPS
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Fig. 2. Sacl restriction sites mapped on the genome DNA of viruses No. 1 -1 7 listed in Table 1 (virus No. 18 was not
mappable). The arrangement of restriction fragments resolved by electrophoresis was derived as described in the
text.

2 and 3) that we used as reference strains each showed
similar HindIII or SacI DNA fragment electro-
phoretic patterns (not shown) and maps (Fig. 1 and
2). However, some differentiating features were
noted, e.g., the BSH virus HindlIl fragment -J was

300 base pairs (bp) smaller (i.e., a deletion) than the
analogous fragment in HAR and SOM2 viruses. Also,
the terminal fragments of each variola virus with each
endonuclease showed differences in molecular size
within a range of 800 bp. Other cleavages of variola
virus DNA, especially with SalI also showed related,
but differentiable, DNA profiles with these and other
isolates that we examined (12; J. Esposito,
unpublished observations). Isolates relating to a
different outbreak or geographic origin have usually
shown different DNA cleavage profiles. The
"whitepox" viruses, CH9 (No. 4) isolated at the
RIVP from a chimpanzee shot in Zaire, and the
CpMW (No. 5) and CnMW (No. 6) viruses, isolated
at the RIVP from monkeypox virus stocks, had DNA
patterns (not shown) and maps (Fig. 1 and 2) that
were characteristic of variola viruses but could be
differentiated when compared with HAR, BSH and
SOM2 viruses. The DNA of CH9 virus showed a

smaller terminal HindIII fragment -G when com-
pared with CpMW and CnMW viruses. Curiously,
CpMW and CnMW, reportedly recovered from
stocks of two different strains of monkeypox, showed
DNAs apparently identical with each other and with
virus No. 16, BCW (Fig. 1 and 2). BCW was a white
pock producer that had been recovered at CDC by an
RIVP virologist from an aliquot of a non-pock-
purified CAM passage of human monkeypox clinical
material from Benin (BCR, No. 15).
The DNA structures of wild-type monkeypox

viruses -the Copenhagen strain (from stock virus
preparations obtained from two sources, Professor
Keith Dumbell and Dr Herdis von Magnus), the
Congo-8 strain (a stock maintained at CDC since
1971), and the Benin strain (BCR, isolated at CDC
from clinical material) -have been described at
length elsewhere (9, 35). In a comparison of the DNA
electrophoretic patterns, the greater number of non-
comigrating fragments among the monkeypox strains
permitted strain separation more easily than with
variola strains, which have extremely similar
patterns. The above three wild types of monkeypox
virus could clearly be differentiated from each other,
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especially when the fragments in the terminal regions
were compared.

Because the CpMW and CnMW (and BCW)
variola-like "whitepox" viruses which showed identi-
cal DNAs had been isolated from apparently different
monkeypox virus stocks, both computer-assisted (F.
Fenner and A. Gibbs, personal communication) and
side-by-side visual comparisons were made of the
DNA maps of the true variola viruses and wild-type
monkeypox viruses in order to enumerate the DNA
structural similarities and differences between these
two orthopoxvirus species. The computer-derived
index of dissimilarity between the DNAs of variola
and monkeypox viruses was determined to be 6.0 (a
score of 0.0 indicated virtual identity). In one visual
comparison of maps, the HindlIl map of Bangladesh-
1975 variola virus (Fig. 1, No. 3) was placed adjacent
to the map of the Benin-1978 human monkeypox
virus (Fig. 1, No. 15). Terminal-region restriction
fragments were not the same at the left end (BSH
fragment -D vs. BCR fragments -J,-N,-F) or at the
right end (BSH -B,-G vs. BCR -B,-K,-N,-J). Also,
DNA fragments from the middle region of the
genome were observed that were characteristic of the
species (BSH -C vs. BCR -C or BSH -F,-N vs. BCR
-D, and BSH -A,-J,-B vs. BCR -A,-B). Even in the
mid-region of the genome where the endonuclease
maps are most similar, differences between
monkeypox and variola viruses can be found by finer
scale analysis. Esposito & Knight have sequenced the
thymidine kinase gene of variola and monkeypox
viruses and found differences at 20 of the 1275
nucleotide positions (36). Also, a more detailed endo-
nuclease analysis of the central region DNA HindlIl
fragments of variola and monkeypox viruses has
recently revealed further nucleotide variations
between these two orthopoxviruses compared with
those originally resolved with HindIII, SacI and XhoI
(37).
As mentioned above, the comparative study of

variola and monkeypox virus DNAs in the collaborat-
ing centres was prompted by suggestions in the
literature (21-24) which, in essence, had proposed
that the DNA molecule of monkeypox virus could be
converted into the DNA molecule of variola virus
experimentally, e.g., by passage in hamsters or pock-
purification passages on CAMs (as evidenced by the
isolation of "whitepox" viruses CpMW and CnMW).
All the comparisons of the genome structure that were
made with DNAs of true variola and monkeypox
viruses clearly did not support such a hypothesis. On
the basis of earlier biological studies (4, 7, 9, 16) and
the DNA comparisons (7, 20, 35 and this paper), we
reasoned that variola virus had most likely been
introduced exogenously into the RIVP stocks of
monkeypox viruses Congo-8 and Copenhagen,
perhaps by accidental cross-contamination during the

process of passaging the viruses.
However, because of the remote possibility that by

some novel mechanism variola-like "whitepox" virus
DNA could have been derived spontaneously from
monkeypox virus (as a result of appropriate pas-
sages), we examined in the present study the DNA of
several viruses, No. 7-18 (Table 1). This group
included viruses CpCR and CnCR (No. 7 and 10),
which had twice been pock-purified from CDC stocks
of Copenhagen and Congo-8 monkeypox viruses,
respectively, and the white pock variants, CpCW-Nl
and CpCW-N2 viruses and CnCW-N1 and CnCW-N2
viruses (No. 8, 9 and 11, 12), which had been excised
from CAMs infected, respectively, with CpCR and
CnCR and been pock-purified by twelve limit dilution
passages on CAMs by CDC research technicians. The
DNA maps for monkeypox virus Copenhagen and
progeny CpCR, CpCW-Nl and CpCW-N2 viruses
have been discussed in detail elsewhere (9). The
DNAs of Congo-8 virus and white pock derivatives
CnCW-Nl and CnCW-N2 have also been described
(35). Briefly, with both the Copenhagen and Congo-8
strains, pock-purified variants clearly resembled the
respective parent virus DNAs. The pock-purified
Copenhagen virus was itself a variant in which a large
segment of genomic left-end DNA was apparently
copied and added to the right-end. This was retained
in the white pock variant CpCW-Nl derived from it
(this variant produced white pocks only at 33 °C and
not at 35 °C). The other white pock variant CpCW-
N2 derived from CpCR had a large right-end deletion
of 21.5 kb. CpCW-N2 produced white pocks at 33 °C
and 35 'C. The parent Congo-8 virus CnCR yielded
two white pock variants, CnCW-Nl and CnCW-N2,
which appeared to have a DNA identical with the
parent in their HindIll and Sacl maps. The above
observations on monkeypox and variant virus DNA
structure were consistent with results reported for the
white pock variants of monkeypox virus recovered at
St. Mary's Hospital (7) and the white pock variants of
rabbitpox (18, 27-29) and cowpox viruses (1, 30).
When we examined the DNA structure of CpCW-l
and CpCW-2 viruses, however, the observations were
not consistent with results on the monkeypox white
pock variants that had been recovered by technicians
at CDC and at St. Mary's Hospital.
As mentioned above, "whitepox" virus (CnMW or

CpMW) had been inoculated on CAMs as a parallel
control during the isolation of the CpCW-1 and
CpCW-2 viruses by the RIVP virologist at the CDC.
CnMW and CpMW were included to ensure that the
CAMs of the eggs used would be sensitive to
"whitepox" virus infection. A comparison of
HindIII, SacI and SaiI DNA fragment electrophero-
grams (not shown) of CpCW-l, CpCW-2, CpCR,
CpMW and CnMW and subsequent hybridizations to
establish the HindIII (Fig. 1) and especially Sacl maps
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(Fig. 2) suggested that the CpCW-1 and CpCW-2
viruses during passage arose as a result of DNA
recombinations at multiple sites between CpCR virus
and "whitepox" virus. Close inspection of the
HindIII and Sacl maps for these viruses (comparison
of No. 5, 6, 13, 14 and 17) suggested strong structural
homology at the left-end DNA region between
monkeypox virus CpCR (Sacl fragments -D,-E,-J,-I
and -B) and the viruses that we suspected were re-
combinants, CpCW-1 and CpCW-2 (Sacl fragments
-D,-E,-I,-H and -B). Curiously however, in a
comparison of the right-end DNA regions, homology
seemed to be between (CpMW or CnMW) whitepox
virus (HindlIl fragments -F,-N,-A,-J,-B and -G) and
CpCW-l and CpCW-2 (HindlIl fragments -F,-O,-N,-
A,-J,-B and -G). Further comparisons of these maps
together with the hybridization results (not shown)
suggested that there were at least four DNA regions
that represented probable junctions ofDNA recombi-
nation between CpCR and "whitepox" virus. For
example, the terminal HindIII fragment -K of
CpCW-1 correlated with the monkeypox CpCR
terminal HindIll fragment -J. The CpCW-1 HindIll
fragment -C was the same molecular size as the
"whitepox" CnMW (and CpCW) HindIlI fragment
-C. In the Sacl map (Fig. 2), the CpCW-1 Sacl
fragment -I correlated with the "whitepox" Sacl
fragment -H, but CpCW-1 SacI fragments -H and -B
correlated with monkeypox CpCR SacI fragments -I
and -B. At the DNA right-end region, CpCW- I
HindIll fragments -F and -N appeared to be
analogous to "whitepox" HindIll fragments -F and
-N. The observations clearly did not suggest that
CpCW-1 and CpCW-2 were possible intermediates
that would eventually have a DNA identical with the
"whitepox" viruses. Hypothetically, in order
eventually to become a "whitepox" DNA, the
monkeypox-like left-end region of CpCW- 1 and
CpCW-2 should at least gain DNA to correlate with
the "whitepox" Sacl fragments -K, -G', and -G,
which seems genetically impossible unless more than
one virus species was present in the cell.

Further results that did not support the hypothesis
that "whitepox" was a spontaneous mutant of
monkeypox viruses were obtained when we examined
DNAs of CnMR, CpMR and BCR viruses. DNA
recovered from CnMR could not be mapped because
unusual, faint submolar fragments were present in the
CnMR DNA digests. Comigration and cross-hybrid-
ization results (not shown) indicated that these
fragments were of variola ("whitepox") virus DNA
origin. Four of the faint CnMR fragments in HindIll
DNA digests of CnMR comigrated and cross-
hybridized with Harvey variola virus HindIll
fragments -B, -F, -G and -J. The DNA of the RIVP
stocks of Copenhagen monkeypox virus (CpMR)
mapped the same as DNAs from the Copenhagen

monkeypox viruses that we obtained from two
different laboratories. Unlike the RIVP Congo-8
virus stock, we did not detect variola virus
comigrating fragments in the RIVP stock of Copen-
hagen monkeypox virus that was kindly supplied to
us. The DNA profile of BCR was related but clearly
distinguishable from wild-type Copenhagen and
Congo-8 viruses. In fact, BCR represents one of four
monkeypox virus subgroups that we differentiated by
DNA anslysis and that we associated with four
geographic regions of Africa (35). Cross-hybridiz-
ations and electropherograms did not suggest that
"whitepox" virus DNA was present in the CDC stock
of human monkeypox BCR virus. The above exami-
nation of viruses No. 7-18 supported the conclusion
we made when comparing true variola and monkey-
pox DNA maps: that spontaneous mutation of the
DNA of monkeypox virus to the variola-like DNA of
"whitepox" virus was genetically impossible.
Having considered the following observations, we

concluded that the "whitepox" viruses that had been
recovered from monkeypox stocks must have been of
exogenous origin. The presence of unusual submolar
variola DNA fragments in the CnMR. The BCW,
CpMW and CnMW viruses were recovered by RIVP
researchers at an unusual frequency of 1-5%o com-
pared with a rate of 0.1 -1IVo reported for recovery of
white pock variants of rabbitpox, cowpox and
monkeypox viruses. The Copenhagen, Congo-8 and
Benin strains of monkeypox virus showed DNA maps
that were different from each other, but the derived
"whitepox" viruses CpMW, CnMW and BCW
showed apparently identical DNAs. The DNAs of
CpCW-l and CpCW-2 appeared to be recombinants
between CpCR and "whitepox" viruses. The
disparate nature of the above observations has also
been supported by the results of a limited number of
biological marker tests (J. Nakano, unpublished
observations). Finally, it may be pointed out that the
RIVP stocks CnMR and CpMR were never reported
(21-24) to have been pock-purified before the
original experiments at the RIVP which led to the
isolation of the CnMW and CpMW "whitepox"
viruses. By starting such experiments without pock-
purified stock virus, one may presume that exogenous
(variola) virus could have been present at the outset.
Therefore, it would be false to conclude that any
variola-like virus recovered from monkeypox virus
was a true genetic derivative.
We understand (I. Arita, personal communication,

1984) that with the re-establishment (in December
1983) of a special containment laboratory, the RIVP
collaborating centre in Moscow will perform follow-
up studies with freshly isolated strains of monkeypox
virus from Central Africa. We hope that these studies
will contribute further confirmation that there is no
animal reservoir for variola virus.
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RESUME

LES VIRUS RESSEMBLANT A CELUI DE LA VARIOLE PEUVENT-ILS ETRE DERIVES DE L'ORTHOPOXVIRUS SIMIEN?
ETUDE BAStE SUR LA CARTOGRAPHIE DE L'ADN

Cet article rend compte des resultats d'une etude speciale
effectuee a la demande de l'Organisation mondiale de la
Sante afin de savoir si les virus de l'orthopoxvirose blanche
(white pox) ressemblant a celui de la variole, pourraient etre
des variants de l'orthopoxvirus simien, resultant d'une ou
plusieurs mutations, comme cela a et decrit auparavant.
On a etabli la carte de l'ADN (par hybridation croisee de
fragments d'ADN obtenus a l'aide des endonucleases de
restriction) pour 18 orthopoxvirus retenus pour cette etude,
a savoir des virus de la variole et de l'orthopoxvirose
simienne et des virus producteurs de vesicules blanches (non
hemorragiques) recueillis sur membrane chorio-allan-
toidienne prealablement infect&e par des orthopoxvirus
simiens producteurs de vesicules rouges (hemorragiques).
Le caractere bien distinct des cartes d'ADN du virus de la
variole veritable et du virus de l'orthopoxvirose simienne
indique que la production spontanee de virus de l'orthopox-
virose blanche a partir de l'orthopoxvirus simien est
genetiquement impossible.

Les observations qui suivent ont porte les auteurs a
conclure que les virus de l'<orthopoxvirose blanche>>
trouves dans les stocks d'orthopoxvirus simien etaient
d'origine exogene. Dans le cas de quatre variants de
l'orthopoxvirus simien producteurs de vesicules blanches
qui sont apparus avec une frequence de 0,1-1Io et qui ont
e isoles par des techniciens des Centers for Disease Control
(CDC) d'Atlanta (GA, Etats-Unis d'Amerique), la carte de
I'ADN ressemble beaucoup plus a celle des orthopoxvirus
simiens parentaux qu'a celle des autres poxvirus, y compris
le virus de la variole; cette observation corrobore les
resultats publies sur les orthopoxvirus du lapin, du boeuf et
du singe. D'autre part, deux virus de l'"orthopoxvirose

blanche>> apparaissant avec une frequence de 1-5% et isoles
a l'Institut de Recherche sur les Preparations virales (IRPV)
de Moscou dans ses preparations-m&e d'orthopoxvirus
simiens Copenhague et Congo-8 avaient une carte g6n6tique
identique, ressemblant a celle du virus de la variole.
Trois producteurs de vesicules blanches recueillies dans des
preparations-mere d'orthopoxvirus simiens par un
virologiste de l'IRPV ayant particip6 a des etudes
d'isolement de virus aux CDC, ressemblent etroitement au
virus de la variole. L'un d'eux (provenant d'une
preparation-mere d'orthopoxvirus simien de l'homme
originaire du Benin, en Afrique) possede un ADN
impossible a distinguer de celui des orthopoxvirus (<blancs>>
Copenhague et Congo-8 decrits plus haut; les deux autres
possedent un ADN ressemblant a celui du virus de la variole
mais comprenant de l'ADN d'orthopoxvirus simien visible
dans leur molecule (autrement dit, il s'agit de recombinants
viraux). Alors que les orthopoxvirus simiens Copenhague,
Congo-8 et Benin montrent chacun des ADN etroitement
apparentes mais nettement differents, les virus de l'ortho-
poxvirose blanche derives de chacun d'entre eux revelent un
ADN identique, ressemblant a celui du virus de la variole, ce
qui est impossible a expliquer par un mecanisme genetique.
Les electrophoregrammes d'ADN clive et les epreuves
d'hybridation qui ont suivi sur le stock d'orthopoxvirus
simien (Congo-8) de l'IRPV a partir duquel on avait isole a
l'Institut le virus de l'orthopoxvirose blanche, ont montre
qu'il contenait de l'ADN d'orthopoxvirus simien et des
fragments submoleculaires d'un autre virus, probablement
le virus de la variole; cette preparation d'ADN n'a pu etre
cartographiee.
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